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Radio frequency magnetron sputtering deposition of hetero-epitaxial
strontium barium niobate thin films „SrxBa1ÀxNb2O6…
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Excellent electro-optic properties of SrxBa12xNb2O6 crystals ~SBN:x! motivate the attempts to
control the deposition of high ordered SBN thin films with the aim of optical waveguiding and
processing integration. We have examined the ability of sputtering techniques to deposit
stoichiometric SBN thin films. Composition analysis has enabled us to probe the mechanisms which
control the target-film composition transfer and to define an experimental strategy for stoichiometry
control. Epitaxial~001!SBN thin films have been obtained on MgO~100!substrates, which exhibit
two in-plane orientations~631°! mirror symmetric to the MgO cell axis. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1535749#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bulk SrxBa12xNb2O6 ~SBN:x! is an excellent ferroelec
tric material which has been widely studied for holograp
recording and optical processing. The monocrystalline S
solid solution exhibits one of the largest known line
electro-optic coefficients (r 33'1300 pm V21 for SBN:75!,
nearly two orders of magnitude larger than that of the p
mary electro-optic material LiNbO3. The growth of thin and
highly ordered SBN films is expected to allow integrat
signal waveguiding and processing by application of vo
ages about 1000 times lower than that required in the cas
SBN bulk crystals. However the realization of the excelle
electro-optic properties of SBN requires a successful h
eroepitaxial growth of the film with the~001!SBN direction
perpendicular to the lattice-matched substrate plane.

The objective of this research was to determine if ra
frequency magnetron sputtering can be used to deposit
taxial thin films of this material for use in integrated electr
optics.

There have been limited reports on the growth of epit
ial SBN thin films by various techniques such as metal
ganic chemical vapor deposition~MOCVD!,1,2 pulsed laser
deposition ~PLD!,3–7 plasma enhanced-CVD,8 sol-gel
process,9–10 and combination of sol-gel and PLD.11 Good
non linear optical properties have been reported for fil
produced by MOCVD~second-harmonic generation!2 and
PLD (r 335350 pm/V!.4 Very few reports were published o
the use of magnetron sputtering to deposit such oxides.12–15

Due to the complicated chemistry of this material, one of
main difficulties of the SBN thin film growth lies in the
essential control of the film stoichiometry.

a!Electronic mail: mireille.cuniot@iota.u-psud.fr
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This paper analyzes the mechanisms of SBN sputte
deposition, and suggests a strategy for experimental con
of thin film stoichiometry.

II. EXPERIMENT

Thin amorphous SBN films were deposited by rf ma
netron sputtering of polycrystalline targets SBN:x (x548%
and 67%!, at 250 °C substrate temperature and 531023

mbar ~Ar1O2) plasma pressure, on MgO~100! substrates.
The choice of the substrate was guided by the required
crystallographic orientation and waveguiding properties. T
lattice mismatch between SBN:x ~001! and MgO ~100! in-
creases with the Sr/Ba ratio from 0.9% until 1.3% and
difference in refraction indexDn5nSBN2nMgO is close to
0.5 at l51.5 mm. The amorphous films were then crysta
lized in situ under vacuum (231027 mbar!by using halogen
lamps. The crystallization temperature was fixed in the ra
650– 850 °C and kept constant during two hours.

Disregarding the target-film composition transfer, whi
wasa priori unknown, the selection of the targets Sr/Ba ra
was based on the expected compromise between the pro
ties this ratio is known to greatly affect. On the one ha
increasing the Sr /Ba ratio in the bulk solid solution has be
established to greatly improve the electro-optic propertie16

however this also threatens the phase stability due to
correlated decrease in the Curie temperature16 (Tc'50 °C
for x575%), and worsens the lattice mismatch as mentio
earlier.

Target and film compositions were determined by el
tron microprobe analysis using a single crystal of kno
composition~SBN:60!as a standard. Depending on its ma
nitude, the film thickness was determined from either sp
trophotometry transmission or x-ray reflectometry measu
ments. X-ray~Cu Ka1) diffraction techniques~XRD! were
used to identify crystalline structure and orientation.
8 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Simulated x-rayu–2u scan of
a tungsten bronze SBN:75 structur
~a! and experimental x-rayu–2u scans
performed on two polycrystalline tar-
gets SBN:67~b! and SBN:48~c!.
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III. THE X-RAY DIFFRACTION TRAPS

Compared to the x-rayu–2u patterns of polycrystalline
SBN:x ~Fig. 1!, a ~001!oriented SBN film is expected to
display only the two peaks arrowed in Fig. 1 at 2u'22.5°
and 45.9°. We simulated~Fig. 1~a!! the powder x-ray spec
trum from the reported tetragonal tungsten bronze~TTB!
SBN:75 structure.17 A very satisfying agreement may b
noted between this calculated spectrum and the experime
u–2u scan of the SBN:48 target~Fig. 1~c!!. Increasing the
Sr/Ba ratio from 48/52 to 67/33~Fig. 1~b!! systematically
causes the rise of parasitic peaks that we have unamb
ously identified as issuing from the phase SrNb2O6, denoted
SN in Fig. 1 and in the following~S for SrO and N for
Nb2O5). This points out the difficulty encountered to prepa
a Sr rich SBN single phase, a difficulty more generally illu
trated in the phase diagram shown in Fig. 2. As brought i
relief by vertical dotted lines~Figs. 1~b!and 1~c!!, an in-

FIG. 2. @Ref. 18#Ternary phase relationships in the room temperature
therm of the system BaO–SrO–Nb2O5 , respectively denotedB–S–N in the
chemical formula given along the axes.
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crease in the Sr content results as expected in a slight sh
the SBN peaks toward higher 2u values due to the lower siz
of Sr compared to Ba atom and to the subsequent decrea
the lattice constants.

In the ternary phase diagram shown in Fig. 2 and est
lished by bulk crystal growth specialists,18 the existence re-
gion of the TTB SBN bulk material is denoted I. Althoug
this diagram is only suggestive for thin film growth issue
one may notice the numerous close phases which crysta
as soon as the~Sr1Ba!/Nb ratio deviates from the stoichio
metric value 0.5. Some of these phases (Sr2Nb10O27,
BaNb2O6, BaNb6O16, Ba3Nb10O28, respectively denoted
S2N5 , BN, BN3, and B3N5 in the diagram!have a c-cell
parameter very close to that of the TTB SBN phase a
consequently diffract their~001! and ~002! peaks in very
close angular locations as illustrated in Fig. 3~experimental
data in Fig. 3 issue from the JCPDS-International Center
Diffraction Data!. The other cell parameters of these paras
phases are also close to those~or to multiples!of the TTB
SBN cell, so that the lattice-match and oriented~001!growth
are similarly probable.

The search for the single SBN:x phase and heteroep
taxial conditions that should be naturally guided by the XR
information is actually disoriented by confusing XRD pa
terns due to the mixing of phases close in cell shape
parameters. An increase in the relative intensity of a p
located about 2u522.5° may result either from the desire
~001! orientation of the SBN grains or from an increase
the volume fraction and/or orientation of any of the paras
phases which diffract in this angular location. A shift in p
sition may result from an epitaxial stress, from a change
the phases volume fractions and/or orientations, or equ
from an evolution of the Sr content in the SBN phase~Fig.
1!. Used alone, the XRD approach turns out to be an unr
able guide of the search. The help of composition analy
was essential in our investigation to avoid wrong conc
sions.

An additional x-ray indication of the presence of th
TTB SBN phase may be sought from the ratio, deno
r -1/2, of the~001! to the~002!peaks intensities. This ratio i

-
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experimentally found equal to 0.9 and 1.08 in the cases
experimental SBN:48, SBN:67, and calculated to be 0.72
SBN:75. This ratio should enable us to set S2N5 and BN3,
which display anr -1/2 two times larger, apart from the othe
possible phases.

IV. RESULTS

A. The mechanisms of the target-film composition
transfer

The mechanisms of the target-film composition trans
were probed by varying the rf power and the oxygen perce
age in the plasma. The film compositions, as measured
electron microprobe analysis, are plotted in the ternary ph
diagram of Fig. 4. A certain number of experimental findin
stand out from these results. The first one is the low influe
of rf power and oxygen percentage in the plasma on
Sr/Ba ratio, which appears to be mainly determined by
target composition, suggesting similar properties of the
and Ba atoms in terms of sputtering yield and reactivity w
oxygen. The second experimental finding is that the spu
ing yield of niobium from the target is lower than that of th
two other metallic atoms. This produces niobium deficie
films when nonreactive sputtering is used~pure Ar plasma!.
The third experimental result is that oxygen in the plas
produces niobium-rich films. The important role of oxygen
further highlighted by the observed abrupt decay of dep
tion rate with oxygen percentage~Fig. 5!. These results show
the difficulty of achieving the stoichiometry transfer nece
sary for growth of a single phase SBN in such a sputter
system. Beyond a value of around 3% oxygen, the depos
rate ~Fig. 5! as well as the film composition are no long
influenced by the amount of O2 in the plasma. The latte

FIG. 3. Position and normalized diffracted intensity of the~001! and ~002!
peaks for the phases S2N5 , BN, BN3 , B3N5 , and SBN, from reported
experimental data~JCPDS-International Centre for Diffraction Data! and
calculated from the reported tetragonal tungsten bronze structure of SB
~Ref. 17!.
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become dependent on rf power only which allows one
detail the influence on the film composition of this rf powe
through the directly correlated deposition rate~Fig. 6!. In
both cases of nonzero and zero oxygen percentages in
plasma, the opposite deviations from the target stoichiom
depicted in Fig. 6 unambiguously decrease with increasin
power. Therefore and as might be expected, increasin
power reduces the differences between Nb and~Sr,Ba!sput-
tering yields but it is hazardous for the target integrity. A
other way toward stoichiometry control consists in search
a compromise between Nb lack and Nb excess, based on
predicted existence of optimized~rf power, % O2) pairs
~Fig. 6!.

B. Experimental stoichiometry approach

An experimental approach to stoichiometry control co
sists in slightly increasing oxygen percentage in the plas

75

FIG. 4. Target and sputtered film compositions as determined from elec
microprobe analysis. Differences in film composition have been obtaine
varying rf power and oxygen percentage in the plasma. The other depos
parameters were fixed.
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from zero in the very narrow range which separates Nb l
from Nb excess, at well fixed rf power and other preparat
parameters. The x-ray diffractionu–2u patterns obtained
from films so successively deposited are shown in Fig. 7
the two limited angular ranges of interest for us, that is in
vicinities of 2u522.5° ~left-hand side of Fig. 7!and 45.9°
~right-hand side of Fig. 7!. The films were prepared by us
a SBN:48 target, fixing rf power51.3 W cm22 and deposi-
tion time520 min.

The film deviation from stoichiometry results as e
pected in the crystallization of parasitic phases. The eas

FIG. 5. Typical evolution of the sputtering deposition rate with oxyg
percentage in the plasma at fixed rf power, all other deposition param
being kept constant.
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parasitic phase to identify is SrNb2O6 ~SN! due to its unam-
biguous XRD peaks location, particularly~200!at 2u522.8°,
~013! and ~211̄! at 2u529.1°, ~400! at 2u'46.6°, as already
shown in Fig. 1 for the SBN:67 target. On the MgO~100!
substrates this phase SN is found to grow epitaxially a
~200!oriented. Due to the logarithmic scale used in Fig. 7
very low intensity ~124̄! SN peak at 2u'47.7° appears
alongside of the very intense~400! SN peak. The epitaxy
relationship between SN and MgO, analyzed through p
scan x-ray measurements, clearly indicates only two in-pl
orientations, mirror symmetric~645°! to the axis of the
MgO ~100! cell.

In the angular location where the SBN~001! and ~002!
peaks are expected~2u'22.5° and 45.9°!, the XRD scan
display three different successive evolutions. For oxyg
percentages lower than 0.4%~Figs. 7~a!–7~d!!, the ratio of
the order 1 to the order 2 intensities,r -1/2, is measured close
to 1.7, which is not consistent with the SBN assumption:
observed intensity likely issues from one of the above m
tioned parasitic phases which grows parallel and comp
mentary to SN. For oxygen percentages in the range
→3% @Figs. 7~e!–7~h!#, this ratior -1/2 turns to a very dif-
ferent value close to 0.8, while the peaks shift toward hig
2u values, and exhibit an intensity evolution inverse of th
of the SN peaks with increasing oxygen. All these obser
tions are consistent with the assumption of a SBN ph
growing at the expense of the other competing phases w
crossing SBN stoichiometry between Nb lack and Nb exce
For oxygen percentages higher than 2%~Figs. 7~g!and 7~h!!,
both SBN and SN peak intensities decrease with increa
oxygen, although they do at very different rhythms. Electr
microprobe analysis confirms these samples are already
yond stoichiometry and exhibit a Nb excess. If experimen
evidence for parallel SBN growth and stoichiometry a
proach may be considered as satisfying, it is noticeable t
given our arbitrarily fixed other deposition parameters, s

rs
varied

nd square
FIG. 6. Ratio of Sr~a! or Ba ~b! to Nb2 in films sputtered from a SBN:67 target as a function of deposition rate when this deposition rate is exclusively
by modifying rf power. Oxygen percentage in the plasma is either zero~closed symbols!, or higher than 3%~3%–15%! ~open symbols!, a range in which it
affects neither the deposition rate nor the film composition. Amorphous and crystallized deposits are, respectively, represented with circular a
symbols.
euse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 7. Experimental x-ray diffractionu–2u patterns performed on thin films prepared from a SBN:48 target by increasing the oxygen percentage
~Ar1O2! plasma from zero to 4%, all other preparation parameters being kept constant. The patterns are shown in the vicinities of the 2u angular locations
of the SBN~001! and SN~200! peaks on the left-hand side~22°–23.5°!, and of the SBN~002! and SN~400! peaks on the right-hand side~45°–48.5°!. An
identical logarithmic scale is used for each of the eight figures. Oxygen increases from top to bottom, and from dotted to solid to bold line. Vertical lines point
out the angular shift of the concerned peak while horizontal lines point out the variation in the ratio of the order 1 to the order 2 peaks intensities
Downloaded 26 Jul 2013 to 129.104.29.2. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ichiometry is not sufficient to prevent the crystallization o
parasitic phase as SN which obviously collapses only
excessive Nb contents.

C. Epitaxial growth of the SBN phase

Back to a lineary scale and to a more extensive angu
range, two XRD spectra among the previous ones are sh
in Fig. 8. The above-announced~200! orientation of the SN
parasitic phase is well illustrated with the top spectru
~0.4% O2). Evidence for the strong~001! orientation of the
SBN phase is illustrated in the bottom part of Fig. 8 whe
both theu–2u scan and a fixedu scan indicate that the SBN
phase is completely~001! oriented. A rocking curve mea
surement at the SBN~001! 2u location provides a full width
at half maximumDu52.6°.

XRD phi scans further demonstrate that SBN is epita
ally grown on MgO. Two sets of planes have been prob
~211! and ~311!, selected on the basis of the high intens
they are expected to diffract at 2u'27.7° and 32.1°, respec
tively ~see Fig. 1!. Typical experimental phi scan we o
tained are shown in Figs. 9~a! ~SBN-211! and 9~b! ~SBN-
311!. The only in-plane orientations we found which w
account for both~211! and ~311! results are mirror symmet
ric ~631°! to the axis of the MgO~100! cell axis. The peak
locations predicted from simulation for these two orien
tions are indicated in the figure with triangles. Four peaks
then not accounted for in each of these two phi scans.
closeness between the~2u, c! pairs of SBN~211! and SN
~202!well accounts for the four parasitic peaks pointed w
circles in Fig. 9~a!. A similar closeness between the~2u, c!

FIG. 8. XRD u–2u scans of two thin films prepared from a SBN:48 targ
by using the same deposition parameters except the oxygen percenta
the plasma. A scan recorded at fixedu51° is also given for sample 3%.
Downloaded 26 Jul 2013 to 129.104.29.2. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. R
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FIG. 9. Typical phi-scan measurements of the planes SBN~211!, SBN~311!,
SN~202!and SN~211! obtained from thin films prepared by rf magnetro
sputtering and close to SBN stoichiometry.
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pairs of SBN~311! and MgO~110! explains the four para
sitic peaks in Fig. 9~b!. Two sets of planes have been s
larly probed to analyze the in-plane orientations of the
phase,~202! and ~211!. As already mentioned and indicate
in the figure with triangular symbols, two in-plane mirro
symmetric orientations~645°! well account for both experi-
mental phi scans. An explanation for this double epitaxy
SBN and SN on MgO may be found in the double qu
sialignment of~010! SN and~140! SBN planes with~011!
MgO ones.

The assignment of the~001! and ~002! intense experi-
mental peaks to the TTB SBN phase rather than to the o
possible competing phases (S2N5 ,BN,BN3,B3N5) was until
now only partially justified. Ther -1/2 ratio ,1 is not con-
sistent with S2N5 or BN3. The phi-scan measurements ru
out the two remaining ambiguities. Neither of the BN a
B3N5 assumptions is able to account for both phi sca
shown in Figs. 9~a!and 9~b!.

V. CONCLUSION

In the work reported here, we have examined the abi
of sputtering technique to deposit stoichiometric SBN th
films for use in integrated electro-optics. Composition ana
sis has enabled us to probe the mechanisms which co
the target-film composition transfer and to define an exp
mental strategy for stoichiometry control. Epitaxial~001!
SBN thin films have been obtained on MgO~100!substrates,
which exhibit two in-plane orientations~631°! mirror sym-
Downloaded 26 Jul 2013 to 129.104.29.2. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. R
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metric to the MgO cell axis. Stoichiometry is neverthele
insufficient to provide single phase SBN thin films.
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